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House chores are to be conducted 2x a week. The first cleaning shall 
be done by Wednesday night and the second cleaning shall be 
completed by Friday night. If you have any commitments in which 
you will not be home please ensure your chore is completed before 
hand.  
COMMON AREA 
The common area consists of: Hall along bedrooms, living room & 
dining room 
1. Sweep (ensure to sweep under all furnitures) Be sure to shake 

out door mat, and sweep over door mat and area rug 
2. Mop ( utilize 2 cap fulls of mopping agent, be sure to ring out 

mop completely to avoid water marks and residue) 
3. Wipe down all surfaces utilizing disinfectant wipes, use windex 

on glass table when needed 
NOTE: Be sure to wipe down the area used when eating at dining 
table after every use. If you should have any spills or droppings 
ensure to clean up behind oneself 
KITCHEN 
The kitchen consists of: all counter spaces, microwave, stove top &  oven, 
sink, cabinets 
1. Wipe down all counter spaces utilizing disinfectant wipes and/or 

kitchen cleaner spray and microfiber cloth (ensure to wipe under any 
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appliances on counter space, be sure to thoroughly wash out 
microfiber clothes between using to ensure no residue is left behind) 

2. Wash out sink utilizing bleach spray, wipe down faucet as well as the 
counter space around the faucet  

3. Wipe down cabinets and fridge as needed 
4. Spray microwave with kitchen cleaner be sure to clean all surface 

inside of microwave and door 9ensure to wash out cloth to ensure no 
water marks and/or residue is left behind) 

5. Spray stove top and oven, if brillo pad is utilized ensure to use 
microfiber cloth to wipe away any residue  

NOTE: After each use of the kitchen be sure to sweep and utilize the 
swiffer when needed. Wipe down counter tops after use. The drain in the 
sink should be emptied after ea use as to not leave food particles in the 
drain, also check for food splatters along the  walls of the sink and 
microwave, wash out microwave cover if it shall become messy after use. 
All dishes should be washed after use and packed away before the end of 
night. If you load the dish washer please be sure to pack the dishes away. 
BATHROOM 
1. Spray down entire surface of bathtub including walls with bath cleaner 

(beside to remove bath mat. Utilizing the handled scrubber, scrub 
down the entire area and shelf in shower area 

2. Utilize toilet cleaner inside of toilet bowl and use brush to scrub the 
toilet. Utilize disinfectant wipes to clean toilet seat, under toilet seat, 
behind toiled seal as well as around the bottom elf toilet bowl and tank 

3. Spray down counter top and sink and utilize microfiber cloth to wipe 
down area. Be sure to wash out rag after first use and wipe down the 
area again to avoid leaving behind residue. 

4. Empty garbage bathroom placing in outside trash bin 
5. Sweep and mop ensuring to shake out and sweep floor mats as well 
NOTE: Please do not flush any feminine items and/or paper towel. The 
hand rags are washed weekly and placed in the bathroom for the purpose 
of drying hands and should be placed in the bin under the sink when 
finished. After ea use of the shower the bathtub should be sprayed with 
cleaner and wiped down. Be sure to check behind yourself when using the 
toilet and wipe down any particles left on and/under seat. Please note the 
sink is a flat surface so after every use ensure to wash down any particles 
and/or hygiene products left behind. 
 
GARBAGE 
Garbage is to be place on side of the house as close to street as possible 
Monday night for Tuesday Pickup and Thursday night for Friday pickup. 
Be sure to bring empty bins back into the back yard. 
HOUSE GARBAGE  
Should be taken out throughout the week when full, by any and all house 
members. When placing open containers and/or cans in recycling bins be 
sure to rinse them as to not cause build up that would attract insects. 
ROOMS 
Dishes and food should not be kept in rooms overnight.  
 
 

Libero purus sodales mauris, eu 
vehicula lectus velit nec velit. 
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